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ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ZINC SELENIDE SQIOTTKY DIODES

A thesis presented to the University of St Andrews in application for
the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy by S M H Feiz

ABSTRACT

ZnSe:Mn Schottky diodes consisting of a metal rectifying contact

on a ZnSe:Mn send.conductor can show electroluminescence when biased

in reverse direction. Electrons tunnelling from the metal into the

semiconductor are accelerated in the depletion layer field and they

impact-excite the luminescence centres. Light emission occurs when

the excited manganese centres return to the ground state. A simple

theory for electroluminescence by impact excitation was used. The

theory gives a quantitative description of processes involved. The

results obtained for ZnSe and ZnS are fitted to the existing theory

for low fields. The variation of quantum efficiency q versus electric

field for a large number of ZnSe:Mn was obtained. It was found that

there is a disagreement between the measured quantum efficiency q

and calculated impact cross-section a at high electric fields. The

quantum efficiency q goes to a maximum for a certain value of electric

field and then decreases for higher electric fields. This occurs for

all diodes. A number of possible explanations were discussed for the

maximum in quantum efficiency. Some experiments were designed to

investigate some possibilities. The most probable explanation for

the maximum in the quantum efficiency is that the impact excitation

cross-section decreases with electron energy at high electric fields.

We concluded this is a fundamental property of ZnSe:Mn Schottky

diodes and probably for ZnS:Mn as well. This is the most important

conclusion in this thesis. Also photocurrent effect on MDS ZnSe was

investigated. It was found that trapping of holes happens either in

interface states or in states within the oxide. This trapping produces

a time delay for holes and hence for photocurrent.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction



Observation of light emission was made by Round^ in 1907 in SiC

to which he had made a point contact. Sixteen years later the
(2)

emission of light was observed in SiC by Losses? in 1923- Lossew

not only observed electroluminescence in rectifying crystals of
(1N

silicon carbide , but later studied the inverse (blocking-layer
(3)

Photoelectric or Photovoltaic) effect in this material .

Lehovec^) pn t9^1 also produced electroluminescence in SiC P-n

junction. He suggested that the light was produced by the

recombination of electron-hole pairs across the energy gap. The

light emission of this diode was visible. The two common

semiconductors at the time, Si and ue, were unsuitable, because

they had small band gans, which means that the radiation of highest

energy will occur in the infra-red and both ore indirect band gap

materials. They are of no use for visible displays.

GaAs is a direct gap semiconductor with excellent optical and

electrical properties, but with an energy gap of only^vl.U ev.

The Fhoton wavelength is 9,000 is, much too small to give

visible electroluminescence. The band gap of GaAs can be increased,

and consequently the radiation wavelength decreased, by replacing

some arsenic by phosphorus, to give GaAs P. . with x = 0.7.X I "X

The emission is at 6,2G0 A, which is red, and the efficiency is

about 0.2%. The P-n junction is easily made so one gets the red

light emitting diode with a fairly monochromatic emission.

Monochromatic red light is tiring to look at, and difficult to

focus on by old or tired people, and because of low efficiency the

displays are not bright. Therefore-there is a need to look for

other semiconductor electroluminescent systems. Another semi¬

conductor is GaP to get visible colour.



(""O '
h'olff , in 19^5, found electroluminescence in GaP and suggested

that this might be due to recombination at some impurity site.

Starkiewicz and Allen ^ showed that the emission of GaP could be

either green or red depending on whether the material was doped

with zinc or Fine plus oxygen.

A quite different approach to making luminescence displays was

begun by Destriau in Paris in 1936. He was working on .zinc

sulphide powder phosphors, of the sort now used in black-and-white

television tubes. He found that if the powder was sandwiched in

a thin layer between two conducting sheets, one of which was

transparent, then the phosphor lit up when an alternating voltage

was applied. Different colours were produced by adding different

impurities to the phosphor. There was considerable development

in the 1950's and by 1960 these electroluminescence panels were in

production at several firms throughout the world. There were some

disadvantages sucn as snort, life and low efficiency for ZnS powder.

For this reason the production of ZnS powder now has ocen stopped

(except in a few firms). also the detailed physical mechanism

still has not been understood, so progress in development is slow.

Studies of Kn - doped ZnS films started rather early in the history

of electroluminescence. Since 1960, Vlasenko et al. have continued

their work on ZnS : Mn and have published several interesting
(7-0)

papers ' . in 197U, Hrnak reported on the D.G. elcctro-
(10)

luminescence properties in HF stuttered ZnS : ion : Cu films ' .
• v y

Fiuss et al. reported in 1967 on a double insulating layer structure
(11)thin film electroluminescence device . Also D.G. electro-

(1 2)
luminescence on ZnS:Hn, Gu powders has been reported by Vecht L/.



Those devices operate typically at ICO V with a maximum current
p

density of up to $mA/cm. Brightness of 30-1CO foot - Lamberts and.

Lover efficiency of 0.1 - 0.35' haVe been obtained. The D.G. excited

powder type electroluminescence panel seems to have been developed
/

<j 3 i j. \
successfully into cross matrix panels ~ . These studies seem

to have been centred around the clarification of the physics of

electroluminescence with less emphasis on prolonging the life of
( 1 !?)

operation. In 197h, Inoguchi et al. reported an extremely

long life and high brightness in a device which utilized electro¬

luminescence in a thin film of ZnS : Mn with a double insulating

layer structure under alternating electric field excitation.

Subseouently, in 197$, inherent memory function was found in the
(16)

same structure by supplying voltage pulses. These reports

seem to have attracted much attention from electroluminescence

specialists. In the 1960's and early 1970's there was little

commercial interest in ZnS electroluminescence. Now the work has

revived commercial interest and so now there is a lot of research

and development.

The wide Dana gap II - VI semiconductor compounds, as for instance

ZnSe., ZnS and ZnS^Se^ axe well known for efficient photolumines-
cence in the whole visible spectral range. However it is difficult

to make p-n junctions with these compounds. To our knowledge only
(17)Robinson and Kun reported on some success in getting p>-n

junctions but there is doubt r-bout the validity of the results.

On the other hand there are a lot of papers reporting on efficient

electroluminescence in the yellow to blue spectral range

(21 22)
Allen et al. and more recent1 y Ozsan 5 ~ and Hoods published on

yellow electroluminescence in ZnSe doped with Mn and Al.



It is difficult to study Physics in powders or thin films because

the field distribution is not known. Therefore in this work I used

Schottky MIS diodes using ordinary semiconductor technology. The

system is well defined, i.e. the field distribution and carrier

concentration are known.

In this department we produced ZnSe Schottky diodes by evaporating

Au or A1 on ZnSe semiconductor. My particular interest was originally

the impact excitation process which takes place at the luminescence

centres in the material. This process occurs as carriers gain

sufficient energy from the applied field to excite luminescence

centres. Confirmation of the impact excitation mechanism was

obtained in the present work. The results obtained for ZnSe and

ZnS are fitted to the existing theory in Chapter 3 for low fields.

Chapter 2 gives the general measurement techniques involved in MIS

structures.

Light emission is obtained from a metal-insulator-semiconductor.

Chapter 3 presents a model for light emission in reverse direction.

In this chapter it is shown there is a disagreement between the

quantum efficiency n and calculated impact cross-section a at high

fields.

The quantum efficiency n goes to a maximum for a certain value of

electric field and then decreases for higher electric fields.

This/



This occurs for all diodes. In chapter 3 a number of possible

explanations are discussed for the maximum in quantum efficiency.

Chapters 4 and 5 describe the experiments designed to investigate

some possibilities. The most probable explanation for the

maximum in the quantum efficiency q is that the impact
max

excitation cross-section decreases with electron energy at high

electric fields. We can conclude this is a fundamental property

of ZnSe:Mn Schottky diodes and probably for ZnS:Mn as well. So

this is the most important conclusion in my thesis.

Chapter 6 discusses the photocurrent effect on MOS ZnSe. In

this chapter it was found that trapping of holes happens either

in interface states or in states within the oxide. This trapping

produces a time delay for holes and hence for photocurrent.



\

CHAPTER II

The M-I-S Structure



?.1 Introduction

In this chapter ue give the necessary background information

concerning the capacitance of an HIS diode, used in the analysis

in later chapters.

In particular the relation between measured capacitance, film

thickness and depletion layer capacitance is given. The two

approaches used here were developed and used for the SiO—Si

interface and some parameters relating to this structure are

relevant to the ZnO-ZnSe structure. The main difference between

KOS diodes on Si and on ZnSe is that in the metal-Znd-ZnCe structure

ZnO is not a good insulator but it is slightly conduct ng. in ■

practice the value of the oxide resistance is sufficiently high that

it can be ignored in high freouency capacitance measurements.

For an ideal Schottky diode ( no oxide layer between metal and

semiconductor ) the capacitance per unit area is given by

C/A=QeNd / 2(VDq-V)] * (2.1.1)

_2
If the experimental results have this form, then a graph of C VS. V

will be a straight line, where the doping concentration N. is

determined from the slope of the plot and the diffusion voltage

VD„ ■ (a,B " V/e is obtained from the voltage intercept. Here £
is permittivity of the semiconductor and En„ the depth of FermiOr

level below the conduction band. The intercept of the C - V plot

may be modified by the presence of an insulating layer, although the

linearity of the plot may be preserved. A careful analysis of HIS

Schottky barriers should include the effect of any potential drop

across the oxide.



2.2 Theoretical Gonsiderations - Capacitance in Absence of

Surfs.ce States.

There are many methods to relate the measured capacitance of the MIS

structure to the depletion layer capacitance. The particular method

discussea here was proposed first by Goodman^^ and has been
(29) (201

modified by Cowleyx and Rhoderick . In this method when a

small a.c. voltage with high frequency is superimposed upon a d.c.

reverse bias, the charge in the depletion region of the semiconductor

will change, but the oxide capacitance will remain constant ( because

in this simple case the oxide capacitance is independent of bias).

Therefore, the depletion region capacitance may be represented by

eouation 2.1.1.

If the frequency of the measuring signal is sufficiently high the

eouivalent circuit of the diode is as shown in figure 2.2.1.

G C,
ox d

Figure 2.2.1

where and represent the oxide and depletion capacitance

respectively. Thus if one knows ( total capacitance of system )

and the diffusion potential of junction, the oxide capacitance (Gox)
and hence the film thickness can be calculated.

Figure 2.2.2 shows zero biased energy levels for a metal-n type

semiconductor contact with an insulating interfacial layer.



In this figure A is the film thickness, the diffusion potential

V. the voltage drop across the insulator, X the semiconductorxo ' s

electron affinity, 0>n the depth of the Fermi level below the
conduction band in the semiconductor, E the semiconductor band gap

E

<Dbn the barrier height, Ad>n the image force lowering, the metal
work function and £. and £ the dielectric constant of the

x s

insulator and semiconductor respectively. In terms of the energies

defined in this figure, we may write

= V + V. r (2.2.1)ms Do xo

where O is defined by relation
ms

(D « 0) -(X + d> ) (P.P.?)
m3 m s n' v<. .c.c;

Using Gauss' law to relate the space charge to the voltage drop

across the insulator, one has

ho - ft(2eEldVDo>'1 <2-2-3)
Wow we can write

o - V_ + V. - <1> -(X +■ ® ) (2.2.U)
ms Do xo m s n

The diffusion potential VDq can be written

V 2, v i
V = O + -1 _ v?- (CT> + r-l)" (P.?.<)
Do ms 2 1 v ms E

where 2

V1 = 2e £s Nd (2.2.6)
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Now, eeuation 2.2.3 becomes

Vio - vf 4 (2.2.7)

If a reverse bias is applied to the device figure 2.2.3, and

are not, in general, equal to their corresponding zero bias values.

Equations 2.2.U and 2.2.7 become

V * % " VD * Vi ^2-8>

- V= v| (2.2.9)

The relation between the space charge in the semiconductor and the

donor density and so une capacitance of the junction per unit area

can be written

0 = = ( 2e £ N —D
6V sd SV

q = Ce£sNd/2)^ (Oms + V + vyU)"^ (2.2.10)

O

That is the slope of a G - V plot has not changed through

presence of the insulator, but the intercept is now using

equations 2.2.U and 2.2.7

V
V = O + -1
o ms U

VD0 * T + 'Va,5* (2-2'11)u

If V„ can be obtained from an independent observation such as theDo

photoresponse of the junction, then the thickness of the oxide can

be found from 2.2.5.
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2.3 Theoretical Consideration - Capacitance in Presence of

Surface States.

A surface state is defined as an allowed energy level within the

forbidden gap at the surface. The existence of surface states was

(31)first found experimentally by Shockley and Pearson, when they

tried to modulate the conductance of a semiconductor surface with

an electric field. The influence of surface states on the HIS

diode is threefold:

1) surface states give an additional capacitance AC,

2) they cause a frequency dispersion of the capacitance, and

3) they change the volta.ge by changing the (surface

potential) on V.

One of the problems for a device whoso insulator contains some

charge density centre is that the time constant of these centres

causes, dispersion of the observed capacitance. The frequency

dependence of the capacitance can be obtained using a conductance
(32)technique described by Nicollian and Goetzberger.

Let be the total charge density at a given bias, then

Q+ = + + (2.3.1)t Q S OX

where is the depletion region charge density, the movable

charge in the insulator and Q
^ the fixed charge density in the

insulator (oxide). The total a.c. current density i^(^) °3n be
obtained by differentiating 2.3.1 with respect to time, i.e.
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it(t) = id(t) + ig(t) (2.3.2)

where ij(t) and i (t) ore the a.c. current densities that charge
CI s

the space charge region and the surface states. In any experimental

procedure there must be a relation between the applied bias and

time, and id("k) can be related to the variation of the charge in
depletion region with applied bias and time. This is essentially

the experiment carried out in obtaining a C - V plot for a simple

structure and it can be shown that the slope of this plot,

yielding the donor density, is related to id(^)•

(33)
Shockley and Read, have obtained i (t) as

s

is(t) «aNCn[l - f(t)]ns(t)-eNsenf(t) (2.3-3)

where N is the surface density of states, C and e the electron
s '' ' n n

capture and emission probabilities, no(t) and f(t) the electrons

and Fermi function at time (t) can be shown to result in

where

i (t) = Y 8V (2.3.U)
S SS

2 N f (1 - f )
V . 6 SO O /"no rJ\

= 3 <x'~ : . (2.3.5)
3 w:

s KIT • (1 + icuf /c n )
o n so

The last equation describes the admittance of a series RC network

with capacitance

C = e^N f (1-f ) /KT (2.3.6)
s s o o



A
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and time constant

r = f / c n * (2.3.7)
0 n so

Separating equation 2.3.3 into its real and imaginary part the

equivalent parallel capacitance of a single level surface state is

C = G / (1 + o,2t2) (2.3.8)
s

and the equivalent parallel conductance is

G = C w2t / (1 + ^2T2) (2.3.9)
P 5

It is shown that C appears in parallel with scries KG network of

the interface states, so the total parallel capacitance can be

obtained by adding to equation 2.3.8, i.e.

Cs
Cp-Cd* - g 2, (2-3-10)* (1 + 6L> T )

where can be regarded as a frequency dependent capacitance.

The model should be extended froin a single trap picture to some

(32)
continuum of surface states. Nicollian and Goetzberger;

showed this will make no difference to the calculated value of G,
d

but, depending on the approximation used, the time constant and

density of surface states deduced from the experimental data may be

wrong by a factor near 3. The above analysis leads to an -equivalent

circuit for the MIS structure a.s in figure 2.3.1.
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R
ox

I !

R

;h

C i
ox d

Figure (2.3.1)

Using 2.3.9 all the surface state parameters necessary to correct

C to its high frequency form can be calculated, in the high
P

frequency limit the equivalent circuit will reduce to that shown in

figure 2.2.1. Gauss' law applied to the potential across the

insulator, with and without bias, modifies equations 2.2.7 and 2.2.9

as follows

h = vi YB * TA(v)
i l A

V. = Vf V£ + — Q (0)10 1 Do Ej_ s

(2.3.11)

(2.3.12)

so that

l i

V.
i

V.
10 V1(VD " VD0) + fi6Q£
,(30)

(2.3.13)

Card and Rhoderick have discussed the variation of with

respect to apnlied bias in two special cases

1) where the occupation of the interface states is governed

entirely by the metal Fermi level,

2) where the occupation of the interface states is governed

entirely by semiconductor Ferrai level.
A

These cases have also been discussed by Cowley in terms of thin

and thick oxides respectively. In the case of Au - Zno - Znse
r o) N

structures it is not immediately apparent which one of these two

forms should apply.
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In practice, only the approximations associated with the former give

meaningful results. In this case the Q - voltage dependence has
s

the following form

Qs " -e VYi " Vio> ("-lU

The modified diffusion potential now has a form

A A 1
, v2 V V2 V2

Vg ^1^ + V + VDo+ —~° (2.3.15)2(1 + <*)" U(1 +")2 (1 +«)

where or = e Ng A / S ^

Substitution into 2.2.10 now gives an expression in which the slope
_2

of.a G - V plot is unchanged, whereas the intercept is modified

as follows

(V-, ' V1
To ■ VDo * , + ——— (2.3-16)(1 + a) U(1 + n )

where and a are related to the film thickness and surface state

density respectively. This represents a useful check on the results

obtained from the conductance technique which also gave a value for N

A discussion of the application of these results to experimental
( r>) \

capacitance data is given in the thesis of Livingstone.

A



2.It I - V Characteristics.

/ £? *3 / \
The forward'current of an ideal Schottky diode is given by '

1 = IsCexp S " 1) (2.U.1)

where I is constant. In practice, deviations from this form are
s 5

common. Attala and Soshea have given a modified form of equation

2.U.1 to analyse I - V results, namely

I = Is(exp ~ - 1) (2.U.2)

where n is an ideality factor (a dimensionless constant), whose

deviation from unity is due to various effects such as image force,

barrier change, surface states and an interfacial layer, For the

last effect even in the case of MIS structures it has been shorn,
o (38 ^

for oxide < 20 A thick, n seldom rises beyond 1.5* '

A typical forward bias I - V characteristic of an Al-ZnO-ZnSestructure

is shown in figure 3.5.1. Livingstone has considered the forward

bias I - V characteristics for various oxide thickness and the effects

( O) \
of temperature on the I - V results in forward and reverse direction.

2.5 Practical Application of I-V and C-V Characteristics.

Current - voltage (I-V) and capacitance - voltage (C-V) characteristics

of Schottky barrier diodes are routinely used to evaluate the metal-

semiconductor barrier height and the semiconductor doping

concentration.
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In the case of en ideal metal-semiconductor contact the barrier

height deduced from the I-V and C-V results usually givoc the same

value within experiment error. With a thin insulator (oxide)

between metal and semiconductor, however, the interpretation of the

electrical characteristics is not straightforward.

In this thesis the actual value of the barrier height is not

important. The thing that is important is what happens in the

depletion region. The width of depletion region can be found from

equation 2.1.1 and is given in equation 3.9.3. Since in an MIS

Structure most of the voltage applied to the diode drops across

the depletion region in comparison with the voltage across the

insulator, for a large enough reverse bias, then we can use the

equation 2.1.1 for an ideal Schottky diode to good approximation.

The donor concentration can be calculated from the slope of the

C-V characteristic. As shown in section 2.3 the correct value

of can be calculated from the slope of the C-V characteristic

even if the oxide layer is present. One of the important results

deduced from this chapter is that the impedance of an MIS structure

for low frequency has a complicated equivalent circuit, figure 2.3.1.

However, for high frequency (say 1MHZ as used for the C-V measurement)

the surface states do not affect the a.c. signal and complicated

circuit of the figure 2.3.1 reduces to a simple circuit of the figure

2.2.1.



CHAPTER III

Impact Excitation
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3.1 Introduction

".electroluminescence in reveise biased Schottky diodes of ZnSe

(id)
containing manganese and aluminium has been studied by All.en et al.

They proposed that electrons tunnelling from the metal to the

semiconductor are accelerated in the high field of the depletion

region, ran. therefore acuuire enough energy to ionise the manganese

centres by impact. Light emission occurs when electrons recombine

Kith the ionized manganese centres. Their original interpretation

of their results was somewhat modified in a later publication^'^
and they suggested that the impact excitation mechanism is predominant

in the electroluminescence. In this mechanism the hot electrons are

accelerated in a high electric field of the depletion region and

subsequently manganese centres are excited by direct impact. Light

emission occugs when the excited electrons return to the ground

state of manganese centres.

Till now there is not much experimental evidence on direct excitation

of luminescence centres by hot electronsj;^^ t2) -j-n chapter

we will report on electroluminescence of the reverse biased Schottky

contacts on zinc selenide and zinc sulphide doped with manganese.

(19)
3.2 Theory - Imra.ct Excitation of Impurities

As a simple tyre of impact electroluminescence, consider the process

in which luminescence centres are raised to an excited state by the

impact of energetic electrons.' For simplicity again, suppose the

field has a constant value S in a region of width "W. Let the

concentration of luminescence centres be liT of which N" are in the
L L

excited state.



An electron crossing the high field region excites y /(ib - w )

luminescence centres, where y is the cross-section for impact

excitation. A current density I corresponds to I/q electrons/

unit area/unit time. In unit area in unit time, the number of

excitations is — a V.'(N - N_). In unit area there are WIL excited
q h t

hlC
atoms. The number of decays in unit time is —L, where t is thed T

decay time from the excited states. In the steady state the

excitation and decay rates are equal i.e.

T » 'J NT
±y.-.'(K - Wp =n i> L x

_L = (3.2.1)
N- —1—1 T\I, (. q y r +1)

The quantum efficiency of electroluminescence is the product of the

number of the centres excited by each electron and the radiation

efficiency of the transition from the excited state to the ground

state 1 ,. Hence
rad

-1 -1

"(BI, - h>W had -"Vrr-d A(Q y r +1)

The energy supplied to an electron in traversing the high field

region is qV and the energy of each photon is hu , -so the power

efficiency is

power _ ,r a.t
_ T\T" V''.j n hj-i= y (N_ - :c.; ) J '/ , &£

• n L rad qy

= y (HT - p) ^rndhuo:1 E"1 (3.2.3)
V
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The cross-section for impact excitation by a single electron is a

function of the electron energy. Equations 3.2.1 - 3«2;-3 are

valid for the total electron flow if the cross-section is suitably

averaged over the electron energy distribution, and then the

cross-section becomes a function of the field. If the excitation

process has a sharp energy threshold then the average procedure

by Baraff^^ in his treatment of Impact ionization across the gap

is also applicable to • impurity exoitat.ion.

If the mean electron energy is much less than the threshold energy

the averaged cross-section varies as

whereas if the mean onorgy is much greater than tho threshold one has

where b, aQ and Eq are parameters which vary with impurity and
with the host crystal.

An approximation may be introduced here which is valid for many

systems. . Except at high current densities one may ignore I with

this approximation some simple approximation can bo written down.

When a has the form of equation 3.2.U the quantum efficiency is

cr = a exp(- bE~ )
o

(3.2.U)

(3.2.3)

(3.2.6)
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and the maximum attainable power efficiency is

a N '/ ,hw

^power _ o I. rnrt (3_2_7)
max e q b

"Where a has the form equation 3.2.5 the quantum efficiency is

rr -=■ a N_ W V , exp(-S2 E~2) (3-2.8)' o L rad o '

and the maximum attainable power efficiency is

(3.2.9)
a N '/ ,hi'

power o L rad
') =
max \TZe q E

o

3.3 Discussion of the quantum efficiency rj

According to equation 3.2.2

-1 -1
7 t

! -' 7\(qcr t + l)

If I q c~ r-"* , then

q q a ri1 az a VI —1—j — (3.2.10)

7) qcC a W (3.2.11)

but W does not change rapidly, so approximately

q oca (3.2.12)

then I 5>> Q t~"' then

iqtl"1 (3.2.13)
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Previous work done.by J.Allen has confirmed the quantum

efficiency - electric field eouation for a few AnSe : I-ln diodes.

The present work was done for a large number of ZnSe : Illn and Zno :

and room temperature were compared. These results give a much

better test of theory. They also show that the theory must be

modified at high electric fields.

3.U Experimental Method

For reverse bias electroluminescence a circuit as figure 3.U.1 was

used to supply the different voltages across the diode. The

intensity of light was measured using a photomultiplier type

RJA 931 A. The photomultiwlier current of diodes was measured using

a Keithley electrometre tyne 602. A Ltronix high voltage supply

fed the photomultiplier. The electroluminescence properties were

investigated at room and liouid nitrogen temperature, in the case

of room temperature the diode was placed in a dark box to stop the

effect of external light. For the case of liouid nitrogen temp¬

erature, the diode was placed on a cold finger of a cryostat to

cool the diode. A heater on the cold finger enabled the temperature

of the diode to be changed between the liquid nitrogen temperature

and room temperature.
Photomultiplier

D.C. Dark Box

Source

Electrometer

Figure (3.U.1)



3.5 Current - Voltage Characteristics.

Current - voltage characteristics were measured using an Advance

Instruments digital voltmeter tvre DM2 and a Comark multimeter.
*

A tynical forward current characteristic measured at room temp¬

erature for a diode is shown in figure 3.5.1• At the highest

current density the curve appeared to saturate. Figure 3.3.1 was

obtained from a diode where the Al was deposited on the surface of

the diode. As is seen from the figure when the forward bias exceeds

C.d3 volt the plot of In 1 against V deviates from a straight

line. This is because for large currents, the voltage drop across

the series resistance R associated with the neutral region of the
s °

semiconductor (between the depletion region and the ohmic contact)

causes the actual voltage developed across the barrier region to

be less than the voltage applied to the bulk of the diode.

The current density I, flowing in a rectifying metal - semiconductor

contact, when a voltage V is applied is usually described by the

modified equation 2.U.2. The exponential portion of the

characteristics sho'n in figure 3*5.1 was extrapolated back to

intercept the current density ails to find value of I (The
s

saturation current is related to barrier height . The value
u

of 1 was 2 x 10 A. The value of n for this characteristic was
s

almost 2. In reverse bias the current density changed exponentially

with voltage. The characteristic is shown in figure 3.5.2. For

Al and Au contact the current - voltage characteristic was found to

have the form

I = A(T) exp ( I )
V

(3.5.1)
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(19)
The same relation was found by Livingstone and Allen, for

»

ZnSe : I in diodes. As they report V is independent of temperature

over the range 100 - 3C0K° but varies considerably with donor
f

concentration and values of V are between 0.25>V end 1Vj_

3.6 I. -V Dependence.

In reverse bias, the variation of the electroluminescence emitted

as a function of applied voltage is shown in figure 3*6.1. This

graph obeyed reasonably the relation

L = Lq exp 0^/V)" (3.6.1)

With all the ZnSe : Mn diodes examined, the lowest value of the

voltage at which luminescence could be detected lay in range

h - 7.5> volt. The variation of the quantum efficiency with

voltage is more significant than the variation of 1ight with

voltage, and this will be discussed later in this chapter.
A

A typical dependence of electroluminescence brightness L on
o

reverse current I, measured at liquid nitrogen temperature is

shown in figure 3.6.2. As is seen the value of L is approximately

proport jLonal' to reverse current I or is proportional to the number

of electrons crossing per unit area oer unit time.

3«7 'I - I "Dependence.

The behaviour of the quantum efficiency rj as a function of the current

I which passed through the crystal, as obtained at liquid nitrogen

temperature, is displayed in figure 3.7.1.



At first the quantum efficiency rl increases by increasing the

current supplied to diode. The ^ goes to a maximum at a current

I . Thereafter, if the current exceeds I , the ouantum
max max

efficiency rj starts to decrease, as the current supply increases

rapidly, figure 3.7.2.

3.8 1 - V Dependence.

l.
The electric field S in the diode is proportional to Va, therefore

from equations 3.2.6 and 3.2.8 the quantum efficiency changes with

applied voltage as

X i 1
or exp(-b V~';) (3.8.1)

or

t1 az exp(-Vq V"1) (3.8.2)

according to whether the cross-section varies as in equation 3.2.U

or 3.2.5- Here b and V are parameters depending on b or and

donor concentration. The linear V - V plot is shown in figure

3.8.1. As is seen the quantum efficiency increases with electric

field until a given value S . Thereafter by increasing electric
max

field, the quantum efficiency decreases. Figure 3.8.2 shows that

the voltage dependence of quantum efficiency is well described by

enurtion 3.8.2 at low fields for a typical A1 contact. The same

(19)1 - V variation has been obtained by Livingstone and Allen

for Au contacts as compared with our results where A1 was used as

Schottky contact. The V - V characteristic measurements were carried

out for several Al-ZnO-ZnSe diodes at liquid nitrogen temperature

and room temperature.
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Diode number Iio(V/cm) E (V/cm)
max Nd Temperature

ZnSe:Mn - 1'. 1.7 x 10° 1.0 x 106 6.6 x 1017 Liquid Nit-

ZnSe:Mn - 2 2.1 x 106 1.2 x 106 16.9 x 1017
1 OgGli i/einp •

u

ZnSetMn -'3 .

c

2.0 x 10 0.9 x 106 17
12.2 x 10 ' ii

ZnSe:Mn - U 3.8 x 106 1.2 x 106 20.7 x 1017 ii

ZnSe:Mn - 3 3.0 x 10 1.0 x 106 1U.1 X 1017 it

ZnSe tMn - 12 2.1 x 106 0.9 x 10 12.7 x 1011 ii

ZnSetMn - 7 2.1 x 106 1.0 x 106 13.7 x 1017 Room Temp.

ZnSetMn - 8 2.1 x 106 7.U x 105' 7.8 x 1017 ii

ZnSetMn - 9 U.6 x 105 h.8 x 10^ 0.6 x 1017 ii

ZnSetMn - 10 2.3 X 106 1.0 x 106 12.3 x 1017 ii

ZnSetMn - 11 3.8 x 106 1.2 x 106 20.0 x 1017 i:

ZnSetMn - 13
J.A. paper(l9

6.0 x 1C^
)

—

17
1.0 x 10" ii

Table 3-8.1
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Jk
Table 3.8.1 shows the value of Eq (proportional to Vq) and
for liouid nitrogen temperature and room temperature. Also for one

diode 1 - V measurement was done for several temperatures in order

to investigate the temperature influence on the 1 - V measurement.
Table 3.8.2 gives the value of E and E at different temperatures.° o max

It was found the E and E are approximate independent of the
o max

temperature but change with the donor concentration (about £IlicLA.
will be discussed later). The correlation between S and

(donor concentration) is shown in figure 3-8.3-

Table 3-8.2

t(B) S (V/cm)
0

S (V/cm)
max

83 3.13 x 1C6 0.90 x 10°

i3o 3-12 x 10 0.87 x 10°

200 2.83 x 106 0.88 x 10b

230 2.82 x 106 0.90 x 10°

3.9 Calculation of b and E parameters in eouations 3-2.6 and 3-2.8.
— — —-

The following method was used to calculate b:

For a reverse bias of an ideal Schottk^ diode one can write

where V, and are applied voltage, voltage drop across

depletion region and barrier height respectively.
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The value of VQ is equal to

N,e '

VD = ( 2F" ) ¥ =? V + (Pb 13.9.2)
s

where is the donor concentration and £o is the permittivity of

semiconductor and for ZnSe is equal to P .5 £ . W is the depiction

region width. The value of W from equation 3• 9• 2 is

2 £
VI = ( —1_ (V +<Dj2 (3.9.3)

N e b
d

The average value of electric field will be

N , e
V + 0^ * d

(V +<p)2 (3.9.U)
E = -u = ( )t 1

W 2 £
s b

q can be ignored in comparison with the anplied field V
b

^d e i 1
2 (-—— )2 (V)2 (3.9.5)

S

3y substituting the value of E in equation 3.2.U, one can write

-1 e _i l
-bS -b (-2%—) 2 V 3 .
- e s (3.9.6)

but comparison between equation 3.2.6 and 3.8.1 shovrs that

-1 » -a

e"DE oc e~ (3.9.7)

Therefore, one can write

-1 . Kj e ~h ~'h , -i
-bS -b (■%■■) V -bV

e s e=f e (3.9.3)
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Therefore

b =

, Nae
b (-jS-j (3.9.9)

A similar method can be used for the calculation of E parameter, the
o

calculation shored that

& =
O

V0(Nde)
2 £

C3.9.10)

3.10 Comparison of Theory and Experiment.

In comparing theory with experimental measurements on ZnSe : Mn

diodes, two complications must be faced. The first is that the

depletion region field is not uniform. Vie have made the simple

approximation of talcing W to be the depletion width and E to be

the mean field in the depletion region. The second complication

is that the manganese excited st-^te may lie sufficiently close to

conduction band edge so b^th excitation and. ionization take place.

However the experimental data for ZnSe : bin and ZnS : I-ln diodes

are similar. This is expected if excitation is the dominant

process, but is unlikely if ionization is important because the

band gaps are so different.

There is an agreement at low fields between the experimental

variation of the ouantum efficiency r\ with the electric field and

theoretical form of the Impact excitation cross-section a given

by eouation 3.2.5.
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3.11 Discussion.

Livingstone et al. had reported the variation of quantum efficiency

with voltage V for .a few diodes of gold on ZnSe:Mn. We extended

these measurements as follows:

a) It was found that the shape of the variation of quantum

efficiency with voltage is the same, using gold or aluminium;

contact.

b) The quantum efficiency-voltage measurements were made on an

Al-ZnSe Schottky diode at several temperatures. It was found

that the quantity Eq of equation (3.9.10) is almost independent
of temperature.

c) The 1 -V measurements were done on Al-ZnSe Schottky diodes

with different donor concentration N, and a correlation was found
a

between donor concentration N, and E .d o

d) It was found that there is a maximum in the quantum efficiency

at high electric field in all diodes. This maximum was ignored by

Livingstone et al.

e) A correlation was found between electric field at the maximum

in the quantum efficiency and the donor concentration N,.

Of these mentioned above, the most important one is the existence

of a maximum quantum efficiency which appears to be fundamental.

Obviously this is important to devices.



There are.various possibilities to interpret the maximum of ^ at

high electric fields.

1) The treatment given above assumes that the current flow is

uniform. But the light emission was not uniform expermentally,

because dots of light were seen under a microscope. The dots of

light will be discussed later. Different treatments were used to

get the ZnSe :Mn diodes with uniform light. One method was

suitable to get uniform light from the samples. But again there

was a disagreement between 1 and a for high electric fields.

It was understood that the dots of light have no effect on the

disagreement of T and the calculated a at high electric field.

2) Quenching phenomena may happen at room temperature. As the

current increases, the diodes get hotter and hence the efficiency

may drop. But repeating the experiments of V - I measurement

again showed that even at liquid nitrogen temperature there is a

maximum for 1 at high electric field. The radiation quantum

efficiency does not vary with temperature near liquid nitrogen

temperature, so thermal quenching can not explain the disagreement.

3) The cross-section of the impact excitation a for a single

electron increases by increasing the speed of the electron (or

say electron energy) . for a certain value of the speed of the

electron a goes to a maximum, thereafter by increasing the speed

of the electron a starts to decrease.



In this case one can say that the averaged a or r/ (that is pro¬

portional to a) can increase by increasing the electric field.

For a certain value of the electric field they go to maximum.

Thereafter the averaged o or r] start to decrease.

U) As was discussed before, at high current the quantum efficiency

V oC ~r (equation 3-2.13). Pulse measurement results of the

quantum efficiency - current ( 1 - I) showed that this range

1,
(i.e rl a£—) has not been reached even at 350 mA, figure 3-11-1- As

is seen from this figure ^ decreases very slowly with increasing

of high currents. If the equation was valid, by increasing

the current in the high current region ^ must decrease more rapidly.

From the various possibilities discussed above one can understand

that only the third possibility can explain the decreasing of the

quantum efficiency at high field regions.



CHAPTER IV

Observation of Light Spots in the

S-urface of the ZnSe Schottky

Diode.
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. U.1 Introduction.

As mentioned before the theoretical form of the impact excitation

cross-section a or the ouantum efficiency r/ ( oc a ) goes to a

constant value at high electric fields. But the experimental

variation of the quantum efficiency r) goes to a maximum for a

certain value of the electric field E and then decreases for

higher fields. The disagreement between the theoretical and

experimental variation rj at high electric fields led us to think

of non-uniformity of the light emission at the surface of the

diodes. For this reason we had to consider the microscopical

observation of the surface of the diodes. VJhen the surface of

the ZnSe Schot&icy diodes is ooserved through a microscope as the

reverse applied voltage is gradually increased it is soon that a

lot of small light-emitting spots are produced. The number of

the spots increases with increase in bias. To see the dots of

light, first the opposite face to the Schottky contact of the

sample was polished with Diamyx (a diamond polishing compound)

to get a very smooth surface. Observation of the samples, with

different treatments and times of etching, through a Nikon

microscope showed different views. Figure U.1.1. shows the circuit

used for observing the light spots through a Nikon microscope.

The circuit consists of a Farnell instruments stabilized V - I

supply, a Schottky diode, an Universal AVO-meter and a switch.
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ZnSe Diode -•— 1

Soring -

Brass

"V- o

Or

AVO-metre

'Indium Contact

'Schottky Contact

Stablized

V-I Supply

-Wood

Figure k. 1.1

li. 2 Observations of the samnles are described in detail as

follows.

Sample 1 (ZnSe not doped with Mn) - (102)

The following steps were used to make a Schottky contact on a ZnSe

diode. The first three following- steps have been used for all diodes.

1) The sample was polished with Jewellers' Rouge.

2) It was rinsed in propanol and then methanol.

3) It was etched in bromine- methanol for 2.3 minutes.

)a) It was immersed in carbon bisulphide for U3 minutes.

3) A1 was evaporated on the ZnSe as a Schottky contact for the diode.
A

By increasing the current in reverse direction some parallel lines

were observed. No light spots were observed.

Sample 2. (ZnSe not doped with Mn) - (102)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

o
1;) The sample was etched in caustic soda (50?o) at 50^C for 10 minutes.

3) A1 was evaporated on the ZnSe as a Schottky contact in a

Speedivac coating unit.
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Light output appeared at 1.2 mA and 8 volt in reverse direction.

A microscope was adjusted on XhO magnification. By increasing the

current gradually, first throe bright areas were produced and by

increasing more current the bright areas expanded more and the

intensity of light also increased, figure U.2.2. Observation

through a microscope with X1C0 magnification showed that the bright

areas consist of a series of parallel light lines. Also a few

stable light spots and several parallel light lines on the bulk of

the semiconductor were observed. At 100 mA reverse current the

strong light lines appeared on the bulk of semiconductor. The

light lines on the bulk started from one light spot and progress

of these spots in one direction made a light line, figure n.2.2.

Figure U.2.2.

Direction of -

progress of the\
light spots on *

the bulk of semi-\

conductor.

parallel light lines

dark area

* semiconductor bulk

Even for 100 mA reverse current the middle part of the sample 2

(A1 contact) was dark.
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Sample 3 (ZnSe doped with rin) - (n.M.5)

To make a Schottky contact first three previous steps were tised.

Li) The sample was immersed in carbon bisulphide for U5 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on ZnSe in a Nanotech coating unit under

Light output appeared at 0.1 lriA and 8.5 volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the current gradually several bright

regions .were produced and expanded by supplying more current to

diode, figure U.2.3* In this sample in the bright area a lot of

stable light spots appeared •

Some parts of the gold contact were dark and some spots appeared

among the dark areas. For high reverse current (say more than 60

mA) the number of the light spots increased so that in some part

of the diode Schottky contact the spots could not be resolved.

Sample U (ZnSe doped with Mn) - (D.M.5)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

U) The sample was immersed in carbon bisulphide for h8 hours.

5) Au was evaporated on ZnSe in Hanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10~^ Torr.

pressure of 1C~^ Torr.

dai'K regions

Figure U.2.3
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Light output appeared at 0.3 mA and 11 volt. By increasing the

current some bright areas were produced. For high current, say

more than 65 mA> in the bright regions, some parallel light lines,

some dark regions, some stable light spots and some flame-light

regions were observed, figure U.2.U.

Figure U.2.U

Sample 5 (ZnSe not doped -with Mn) - (IC2)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

h) The sample was immersed in carbon disulphide for U5 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on ZnSe in Nanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10~^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.5 mA and 11 volt in the reverse direction.

By increasing the current gradually the bright areas expanded.

There are two bright areas, one with a strong brightness and the

other one with a weak brightness. One part of the gold contact

was like a flame. At high current, say 80 mA, in.the strong bright

area and in the middle of the contact there were some stable light

spots and in the other parts of the diode there were a lot of

unstable light spots.



Also there were some unstable spots on the bulk of semiconductor,

figure li.2.5>. At very high current, say 120 mA for a short time,

a very strong bright areas was observed in the sample.

Sample 6 (ZnSe doped with Mn) - (D.M.5>)

To make a Scnottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

h) The sample was immersed in carbon bisulphide for 5 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on the ZnSe in a Nanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10 ^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.3 mA and 9.3> volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the reverse current gradually, some bright

and dark areas T^ere produced, figure U.2.6. There were many stable

light spots in the bright area (in the middle of the diode Schottky

contact) and a lot of unstable light spots existed in the dark parts.

There were some small bright areas like a flame in the top right of

the gold contact. There were some voids (like A ) inside the

crystal and a big light spot was on the top of each void.

AdoC- unstable spots on
p •" the bulk of semiconductor

flame

Figure U.2.£.
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unstable spots ..

dark area

*• flame areas

stable spots

Figure H.2.6

Sample 7 (ZnSe not doped with Mn) - (E - 11)

To make a Schottky contact on the'sample the first three previous

steps were used.

U) The sample was immersed in carbon disulphide for 10 minutes.

3) Au was evaporated on the ZnSe in a Nanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10~^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.03 mA and 6.3 volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the current first there was a yellow light

area in the middle of the diode. Then by increasing more current to

diode the yellow light area decreased and converted to a dark area.

At 0.3 mA a lot of stable and unstable spots were created. The time

between appearance and disappearance of an individual spot was

longer than for the previously described treatments. Six

photographs were taken at different currents and different

magnifications of the microscope as a record of the distribution

of light.

Sample 0 (ZnSe doped with Mn) - (D.M.3)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.
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U) The sample was immersed in caustic soda (50%) at $0 U for

10 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on the ZnSe in a Nanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10~^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.009 mA and 9 volt in the reverse direction.

By increasing the current to more than 1 mA some small yellow bright

areas were produced at the gold contact. These small bright areas

expanded to large areas by ,increasing the current. Also by

increasing the current, the number' of bright areas and their

intensity increased. At the middle and edge of the diode a lot of

stable and unstable light spots were created. The number of spots

increased by increasing the current. By decreasing the current some

of the stable spots came off and some of them remain on even for a

very low current (say 0.02 mA)

Sample 9 (ZnSe not doped with Kn) - (E - 11).

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three steps were

used.

U) The sample was immersed in caustic soda at 5>0°C for 10 minutes.

£) Au was evaporated on the sample in a Nanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10~^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.12 mA and 7 volt in the reverse direction.

By increasing current up to 1 mA some stable 3nd unstable spots

wore created. By keeping the diode at 1 mA gradually the number of

spots increased. By increasing the current, the number of stable

and unstable spots increased.
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S ample 10 (ZnSe not doped T.-rith Mn) - (B - 11)

To moke a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

li) The sample was immersed in caustic soda (50%) at 50°G for

10 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on the ZnSe in a Nanotech coating unit under

pressure of 10 ^ Torr.

fight output appeared at 0.8 mA and 5.5 volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the current to more than 3 mA some spots

were created. By increasing the current, the number of the spots

increased. The spots can be divided into two groups.

1) Spots which appeared at low currents, and whose number remained

roughly constant when the current was increased.

2) Spots which only appear at. higher currents, for example

greater than 5 mA.

Sample 11 (ZnSe doped with Kn) - (D.H.5)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

U) The sample was immersed in caustic soda (50%) at 50°C for

10 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on the sample in a Nanotech under a pressure

of 10~6 Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.09 mA and 8 volt in the reverse direction.

In this sample as is shown from the figure 1+.2.7 there are some

stable and unstable light spots. Some of the stable light spots

remain on even for low and high current. But some of them appeared

for high currents and disappeared for low currents. Nearly half of

the Au contact was dark.
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unstable light spots

dark region

stable light spots

Figure U.2.7

Sample 12 (ZnSe d'oped with Mn) - (U.M.2)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

b) The sample was immersed in carbon disulphide for 10 minutes.

5) A1 was evaporated on the sample in a Nanotech coating unit

under pressure of 10"^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.0U mA and 7-5> volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the current first the most part of the

sample was dark and a small part of it near the edge was bright,

figure U.2.8, (until U mA)

bright region

dark region

bright region

Figure U.2.8



By increasing the current to more than U mA, gradually some yellow

bright parts appeared on the surface of the A1 contact in the dark

region. Bright parts shown in the above figure converted to dark

parts. At the left of the sample a series of parallel lines were

produced. At the right of the sample there was some very small

unstable light spots. At high current, say more than 50 mA a lot

of light lines were produced. Also there were some small bright

regions on the contact. Except in a very small part of the surface

at most parts of the contact no spots were observed.

Sample 13 (ZnSe not doped with Mn) - (E - 11)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample, the first throe previous

steps were used.

h) The sample was immersed in caroon bisulphide for 10 minutes.

5) Al was evaporated on the sample in a speedivac coating unit.

Light output appeared at 0.25 mA and 7 volt in the reverse direction.

By increasing the current (up to 10 mA) most part of the contact

was dark and a small part near the edge of the contact was bright,

figure U.2.9.

bright region

-o dark region

Figure U.2.9

By increasing the current more than 10 mA a lot of parallel light

lines were produced.



The distance between these rarallel lines were very smell, so that

the}'- could not be separated. But for very high current (say more

than fC mA) a strong yellow light was produced. Ho spots were

observed.

Sarr'le 1 h (ZnSe not doped TTith Kn) .

To make a Schottkv contact on the sample, the first three previous

sters were used.

li) The sample was immersed in caustic soda ($0%) at 5>G°C for 10

minutes.

£) A1 was evanorated on the ZnSe in a Speedivac coating unit,

light output appeared at 20 mA and £ volt in the reverse

direction.

By increasing the current a small light region appeared at the right

of the contact. The most part of the contact was dark. In bright

region there were some parallel light lines very near to each other.

Ho spots were observed in this sample.

Sample 15 (ZnSe doped with Kn) - (D.M.2)

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

li) The sample was immersed in caustic soda (5C%) at 5>0°C for 10

minutes.

E>) A1 was evaporated on the sample in a Speedivac coating unit.

Light output appeared at 0.02 mA and $ volt in the reverse direction.

There wan a small bright part and a large dark part. Some parallel

light lines and a few stable light spots were observed at high •

current.
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Sample 16 (ZnSe not doped with Mn) - (I G 2)

To make a Schottky contact on the cample the first three previous

steps were used.

h) The sample was immersed in caustic soda (50%) at J?0°C for 10

minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on the sample in a Nanotech coatxng unit

under pressure of 10 ^ Torr.
Light output appeared at 1.2 mA and 5*5 volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the current to 10 mA there was a narrow

bright part at the edge of the gold contact. By increasing the

current to more than 10 mA some parallel light lines and some light

spots were produced. By increasing the current up to 25 mA the

number' of unstable light spots increased. By supplying the current

up to h0 mA the whole area at the gold contact was full of unstable

spots.

Sample 17 (ZnSe not doped with l*in) - (I G 2) .

To make a Schottky contact on the sample the first three previous

steps were used.

h) The sample was immersed in carbon bisulphide for 10 minutes.

5) Au was evaporated on the sample in a Nanotech coating unit

under a pressure of 10~^ Torr.

Light output appeared at 0.9 mA and 7.5 volt in the reverse

direction. By increasing the current (up to 10 mA) a bright

narrow area at the edge of the gold contact and a lot of unstable

light spots were produced. By increasing current more than 10 mA

the number of created spots were so much that they seem to form

a continuous bright region. ,
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4.3 The Cause of Production of Light Spots in the Semiconductor.

One possibility for the creation of light spots in the bulk of the

semiconductor is as follows. There could be some growth

precipitates in the crystal. These precipitates can act as a

mirror to reflect the light emission of the diode. Therefore these

precipitates can act as the light spots in the semiconductor bulk.

If this was the case, the number of spots observed would remain

constant as the voltage is increased and each one would get bright.

This is not what is observed, because as the voltage increases new

spots appear and as the voltage decreases, some spots disappear

and other remain bright down to lower voltages. It is concluded

that the precipitates are not the main cause of the light spots

in these experiments.

(44)
Another possibility was described by Fischer . In his microscopic

inspection of Cu-ZnSe interface he observed the presence of many

fine whiskers extending from the contact plane into the crystal.

They are formed by preferential migration of copper along lattice

imperfections. He observed many light spots in front of copper

contact if the copper contact is biased negatively. He reported

that the cause of luminescence at reverse bias is impact ionization

on the high concentrated field at the tip of conduction spikes.

However in our diodes we did not use copper, so it is unlikely that

Fischer's mechanism applies to our diodes.

Light/
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Light spots were observed in electroluminescence of a.c. thin film
(45)

ZnSe by Rufer et al., but there is no explanation for creation

of light spots in this paper.

Our experiments suggest that the spots are produced at the interface

of the oxide arid the semiconductor, because by producing the oxide

by using different etches different patterns of spots appear. The

exact mechanism causing the spots to appear is not known.

4.4 Discussion.

Light spots and lines were observed on the surface of the ZnSe

Schottky diodes. It was found that the number of the light spots

and light lines increased with increase in bias. Some ZnSe Schottky

diodes had uniform light. The best treatment for this was a

bromine-methanol etch followed by immersion in carbon disulphide

and an aluminium contact. With this treatment not all the area of

the contact was bright, but in the areas where there was light it

was uniform without spots.

The experiment showed that even by using the samples with uniform

light there was a disagreement between the experimental quantum

efficiency and theoretical cr at high electric fields. By

comparison of a typical rJ -V plot for uniform and for non-uniform

light emission in figures 3.8.1 (diode with uniform light emission)

and A.3.1 (diode with nori-uniform light emission) one can see that

the presence of the light spots does not affect the decreasing of

the quantum efficiency at high electric fields, i.e. the form of the

'1 -V plot is not affected by concentration of the current at

individual spots.



CHAPTER V

Impact Ionization.



5 .1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 3, the experimental variation of quantum efficiency 'I

goes to a maximum for a certain value of the electric field E and then

decreases for higher electric fields. The decrease of quantum efficiency

at high voltage is very important practically. In thin film or powder

devices, material is of very high resistance. Therefore avalanche

voltages for these materials are required in order to produce free

carriers for impact excitation of the manganese. This is higher than

the voltage for maximum in the quantum efficiency 1 . That means° ' J
max

devices using high resistance material are not working at optimum

efficiency.

In our devices, the source of electrons is separated from the high

field region, which means that we can study impact ionization across the

gap and impact excitation separately.

In Chapter 4 we investigated the possibility that the non-uniformity of

light emission at the surface of diodes produces a maximum for quantum

efficiency q for a certain value of electric field E. But the

experiments described in Chapter 4 showed that whether there is uni¬

formity or non-uniformity of light at the surface of a diode, the

maximum in the quantum efficiency v still exists.1 J max

Now /
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Now the existence of the maximum in the quantum efficiency for a certain

value of electric field E and decreasing of the quantum efficiency 'I for

higher value of E, led us to consider the possibility of the occurrence

of impact ionization rather than impact excitation at higher electric

fields. Therefore three methods have been used to determine whether

the impact ionization across the gap for our ZnSe - Schottky diodes

at higher fields is important in the light producing process and these

are described in this chapter.

5 .2 Experimental Method.
f*

A circuit as in figure 5.2.1. was used for reverse bias electro¬

luminescence measurements up to high voltages. In order to minimise

the heating effect caused by the high voltage and high current, a pulse

generator was used to supply the voltage across the diode with short

drive pulses. An external resistor was used in order to measure the

current flow across the diode. The intensity of light was measured

using a photomultiplier type- RCA 931A. The photomultiplier was fed

by a Ltronix high voltage supply.

The light per pulse is weak and there is a poor signal-to-noise

•ratio. Therefore boxcar was used to integrate from Pulse to Pulse.

(The boxcar is a linear gate Plus scan delay generator). A Teleq—

uipment oscilloscope type D1010 was used to measure the total voltage

from the pulse generator and the voltage drop across the_.jexternal

resistor for measuring current across the diode. The voltage drop

across/
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across the diode was obtained by subtracting the voltage drop across

the external resistor from the total voltage of pulse, generator V^.
A chart recorder was used to get a graph of the diode signal versus

time. A dark box was used to stop additional external light.

5 .3 rj -y Dependence and I-V characteristic.

A typical plot of the variation of *7 versus voltage and of the I-V

characteristic of an Al-ZnO-ZnSe:Mn Schottky diode on the same graph

with linear axes is displayed in figure 5.3.1. As is seen from the

figure the current increases rapidly at 14 volt. This is due to

impact ionization across the gap which gives avalanche and thus a steep

rise. The emission of light begins below 8 volt which"irs much smaller

than the avalanche voltage. The latter gives an important result which

is that the impact ionization across the gap is not required for

production of light-. The maximum in the quantum efficiency is at

11.5 volt which is below the avalanche voltage, so the avalanche is not

the cause of decrease in the quantum efficiency rj . The experimental

points in the avalanche region (the last four points in the figure 5.3.1)

have a big scatter because the I-V characteristic is not stable and the

current jumps from time to time. This experiment was done for four

different diodes, made from two different growth ingots. The same

results were obtained for each diode, although the actual voltage

varied from diode to diode.
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5.4 Rise time measurement.

The circuit of figure 5.2.1 was used. A graph of the photomultiplier

output versus time was recorded by a chart recorder. The rise time of

the signal was found from the trace on the chart paper, using the time

. base and readout times of the Scan delay generator. For the diode of

figure 5.2.1 the time base and read out times were 100^ S and 200 S

respectively and the chart speed was 120mm per minute. The time to

half height was used as a measure of the rise time. The rise times

found in this way are shown in figure 5.2.1. It is seen that the rise

times are roughly the same for different voltages applied. There is no

big change in the avalanche region. This is more evidence that the

impact ionization across the gap and impact excitation of the manganese

are separate processes. Otherwise the large number of holes and

electrons produced in the avalanche would affect the recombination and

excitation rates of the manganese. The rise time was approximately

the same in all the diodes investigated.

5.5 Calculation of multiplication

The third method of investigating the effect of ionization across

the gap on impact excitation of manganese is calculation of multipli¬

cation due tovavalanche at the electric field for the maximum in the

quantum efficiency '/max* Five ZnSe:Mn Schottky diodes were used.

^ The/
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Table 5.5-1

Diode
S.V

Jit
max

[Volt cm'')
max

(Volt)

W

« ■
% •

(Cm-5)
a

f r —1 >(Cm )

<xW

j 1
6

1.0x10

I

14 P14 • o 1500 6.6x10^ 7 3.5x10^ 5.2x10"2
I |

2 |1.2x10 8.0 700 16.9x101 7 2.5x105 1.7x10-2
J

3
6

0.9x10 7-0 720
1 7

12.2x10 0.2X105 0.1x10~2

4
r

1.2x10 6.8 550
1 7

20.7x10 2.0x105 1.1x10~2

5 1.0x10° 7.1 630 17
14.1x10 1.0x105 0.6x10 2
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The average electric field for the maximum in the quantum efficiency

EaV was found by equation 3.9.10. N was obtained from the slope of
max d

C-V characteristic. W was found by using equation 2.1.1. We require
clV

the ionization coefficient a (E) for a given value of E and N , .b
max d

(34)
Livingston s thesis ' gives the ionization coefficient a (E) as a

function of electric field E for several diodes with different ,

_

. . av
figure 5.5.1. For example, for diode 1 m table 5.5.1 the value of EK

max

is 1.0x10^ Vcnu Therefore the Livingstone data was used to plot the

ionization coefficient a (E) versus at this field'. Then the value

of ionization a (E) was found for diode 1. Similar values were obtained

for the other four diodes. The multiplication depends on electron-hole

pairs produced in the depletion region. At the small a (E) the

multiplication is aw. The values of a (E) and aw were tabulated in

table 5,5.1. There is a conclusion here that the number of electron-

hole pairs produced by ionization across the gap is small at the field

for the maximum in the quantum efficiency. This is a further evidence

that avalanche is not affecting impact excitation.

5.6 Conclusion.

We have considered three methods of investigating the effect of impact

ionization across the gap on impact excitation of manganese. These are

as follows:

1) A plot of l-'V and"I-V on the same graph showed a steep rise of

current/



current due to the impact ionization across the gap giving an avalanche.

This gives an important result which is that the impact ionization

across the gap is not required for production of light. It was also

concluded that the avalanche is not the cause of decrease in the quantum

efficiency for high electric field.

2) Rise time measurements which showed the same rise time for

different voltages applied to diode even in the avalanche region.

This was an evidence that the impact ionization across the gap and

impact excitation of manganese are separate process.

3) Calculation of multiplication due to avalanche at the electric

field for the maximum in the quantum efficiency. It showed that the

number of electron-hole pairs produced by ionization across the gap

is small at the electric field for the maximum in the quantum

efficiency. This is the further evidence that the avalanche is not

affecting impact excitation.

St

From these,the ionization across the gap does not affect impact

excitation of manganese. Therefore the only possibility to explain

of decreasing of quantum efficiency rj at higher electric fields

is s-till the third possibility of paragraph 3.11.



CHAPTER VI

Photocurrents in an HQS

ZnSe Diode
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6.1 Introduction.

The densities of electrons and holes in semiconductors can be changed

from their equilibrium values in a number of ways... The_simplest is

by illuminating the crystal with light of a suitable wave-length.

As we know, the photons of an electromagnetic wave of freouency v

have an energy of hi>, where h is Planck's constant. The radiation

is strongly absorbed by a semiconductor if huis equal to or greater

than the energy gap between the conduction and valence bands,

i.e. (h v ^ Eg). The absorption of each photon excites an extra

electron into the conduction band and leaves a hole in.the valence

band (electron - hole pair generation). The free electron and hole

concentration increase with illumination and the conduction of the

sample increases. Of course, continuous illumination of a

semiconductor does not increase the charge carrier density

indefinitely, because the recombination rate itself depends on the

density of both electrons ana holes. A new dynamic equilibrium is

reached when the total rate of formation of the electron-hole pairs

by illumination is exactly balanced by enhanced recombination rate.

Now let us consider an illuminated metal - semiconductor contact

without an interface oxide layer. In the depletion layer of the

contact and in the bulk of the semiconductor there is a generation

of electron and hole pairs, which give rise to a current, which

has been studied by Gartner^ In the depletion region, the

electrons and holes are separated by the depletion layer field, and

hence produce a current in an external circuit. Holes produced in

the bulk semiconductor within a diffusion length of the depletion

region can diffuse to the field region and hence also produce a current,

figure 6.1.1
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The total current flow therefore denends on the light absorption

coefficient, the photon flux, the diffusion length of the minority

carriers, the ouantum yield and the space charge layer width. A

flow of minority carriers from the semiconductor to metal occurs

and when no interface layer is present, these holes recombine with

electrons in the metal at an effectively infinite recombination

rate. Movement of electrons and holes is shown in figure 6.1.2.

6.2 Theoretical considerations

The depletion layer photoeffect under steady state conditions in

absence of an insulator layer.

Gartner's derivation of the photoeffect is following:

The total photocurrent density under monochromatic illumination

is given by

Jtot = Jdl + Jdiff (6'2'1)

where J is the drift current density due to carriers generated

inside the depletion layer, and is the diffusion current

density of minority carriers generated outside the depletion layer

in the bulk of the semiconductor and diffusing into the junction

region.

Recombination and thermal generation of carriers inside the junction

will be neglected, but may be noticeable in material with a high

concentration of recombination centres, and then would cause

additional modification of the theory.
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Let us consider monochromatic radiation only, in which case the

absorption and pair production characteristic is given by

g(x) = <t a e_ax

where g(x) is the generation rate (density generated per unit time),
,00

O is total incident photon flux, ( O = g(x) dx), and a is
Jo

monochromatic absorption coefficient. is thus found to be

equal to

w

Jdi = q J ^ = q<x> ^e~SW _ 1) (6.2.3)Jo

For definitness let us consider an n-type semiconductor. In this

case the hole density in the bulk semiconductor region, x > w, is

determined from the diffusion eouation

2
D - (p - Po)/ t + g(x) = o (6 .2.U)
pbx2

where D is the diffusion coefficient for holes, p is the hole
P

density, Pq is the equilibrium hole density, ana t is the lifetime
of excess carriers. The solution of eouation 6.2.4 under the

boundary conditions

P = ?Q for x = co (6*2.3)
P = o for x = w (6.2.6)
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is given by

P = P - (P + A e~aU) e^W " X')//Lp + Ae~3X (6.2.7)o o

l.
with L = (D T ):' and

P P

2 l2
A = («J>/D ) ? (6.2.8)

P a(l - ahp
The diffusion current density, J,.= qD -4^, at x = w is thusJ> diff p dx'
obtained as

aL
D

Jdiff * " ,, T ,e"a" " Ifo-T2 16 '2'9)(1 + a y Lp

The total current density through the depletion layer is then given

by the sum of equation (6.2.3) and (6.2.9), i.e.

_ D

j+ 4. = =- <1® L 1 - e"aw/(l + aLp)l -qp ~ptot dl diff L ' - J o Lp

(6.2.10)

6.3 Current Transport in Presence of an Oxide Layer.

When there is a thin oxide layer at the interface of the metal and

the semiconductor, current transport through the oxide must occur.

The holes might be trapped, either in interface states or in states

within the oxide. This trapping produces a time delay for holes

and hence for the current. By observing the rate of build-up of

photoconductivity after light is turned on, or its rate of decay

after light is turned off, one may obtain a measurement method of

the lifetime of minority particles. The rise and decay of photo-

conductive current increment during and after irradiation of the

sample with a pulse of light gives the figure 6 .3-1 on an oscilloscope.
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The rise end fell times were calculated by the Mangelsdorf
( ] n \

method. 1 This enables one to find r without knowledge of I •
o

The rhotocurrent at time t is

i = I [ 1 - exp ( ) ] (6.3.1)

and at time (t + T) it is

t + T

rp\ = I0 [ 1 - exp ( ) ] (6.3.2)X(t + T)

where T is a fixed interval.

From 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 one has

T T

+ exp ( — ) + Iq (1 - exp —) (6.3.3)

The last term is constant and a linear plot of 1^ against + ^
has a slope from which t can be found. In order to use this

method, the oscilloscope trace was photographed and measurements

were taken from the photograph.

6.h Experimental Method.

The following circuit, figure 6.U.1, has been basically used for

all measurements of this section. For each variant of the

experiments, something is added for that particular measurement.

All measurements have been done in reverse direction of diode.
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1K

9 volt

c

2K
AAA^"

ri =o-5oo

.preamplifier

0

chopping wheel

-!

13
I
I
i

lamp

— oscilloscope

Figure (6.U.1)

A Brookdeal light chopper type h79 "was used to produce different

chopping frequencies. An Ortec Brookdeal 5,002 current preamplifier

was used in series in the circuit. This system is a current input

preamplifier for use whenever the signal source is a current source.
Q n

Its sensitivity is switched selectable for 10, 10, and 10 A/V

and input impedance of this system for each sensitivity range is

(10 K/i, 100 mH), (100/1, 3 mH) and (in., 15 /aH) respectively.

A photodiode was used as the reference signal and a tungsten lamp

operating at its normal temperature as the source.

6.. 5 Freotiency Response and Voltage Dependence.

The existence of a time delay in photoconductivity was demonstrated

by measuring the amplitude as a function of chopping frequency.

The maximum value of the current during the chopping cycle was

measured, using the oscilloscope trace together with the amplifier

setting.
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The graph of I as function of frequency for different reverse bias

is shown in figure 6.5.1. As is clear from this figure, for a

given voltage, when the frequency increases the signal I decreases

and for a constant freouency, an increase of the external voltage

increases the signal. From the frequency range involved, it can

be seen that the time constants are of the order of 0.05' seconds.

6.6 Effect of Voltage on Rise and Fall Time.

In order to obtain more quantitative data, the rise and fall time

was calculated from the oscilloscope trace by the Mangelsdorf

method, figure 6.6.1. From these results it is concluded that an

increase of voltage has no effect on the rise and fall time. An

interesting point is that the signals contain an initial fast rise

followed by a slower response. The data in figure 6.6.1 are for

the slow component, it is possible that there are two kinds of

hole trap, giving the two components.

6.7 Effect of Temperature on Rise and Fall Time.

The HQS ZnSe diode temperature was varied by blowing air from an

electric heater into the inner part of a glass tube where the diode

was placed. The temperature was measured by a thermocouple. For

temperatures of 20, 1j1, 65°0, calculation of rise and fall times

showed that the time constant of rise and fall time remain constant,

i.e. rise and fall times are independent of temperature, figure 6.7.1.

It is concluded from the last effect that trapped holes are released

by a tunnelling mechanism rather than by thermal excitation.
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6 '^ Photocurrent - Intensity Measurements.

The photocurrent was measured as a function of the radiation

intensity incident on the Au - ZnO - ZnSe diode. The light intensity

was chnnged using different wire mesh gauzes. A solar cell was

placed very near to the diode for measuring the intensity of

incident light. The results were obtained using different chopping

wheels with different apertures. One wheel had an aperture of 3 cm

width and the time during which the light was on was 6 ras, which is

of the order of time constant of the photocurrent. The second

•wheel had an aperture 15> cm, and. with this the time during which

the light is on is 1U ms, long enough for the signal to approach

roughly the steady state value. For the chopping wheel with one'

aperture with $ cm width and an applied voltage of 3 volt the plot

of figure 6 .8.1 was obtained. Finallp/ by using p. chopping wheel

with a 15> cm wide aperture a straight line for the relation between

signal and intensity was produced, figure 6.8.2. As is seen there

is a difference between the graphs of figure 6.8.1 and 6.8.2.

The cause of the difference is that of in the case of figure 6 .8.1

the signal car not go to a steady starte (because of the small

aperture on the chopping wheel) whereas in the case of figure 6 .8.2

the signal output goes to a roughly steady state (because of wider

window). It was concluded from the above results that, for a,

given voltage, the slow component of the photocurrent does not

saturate with increasing intensity of light but it is proportional

to intensity of light up to the intensities vised here.
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o.9 Interpretation.

Two methods'were used to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of

the velocity of the electrons, and hence the time for them to

cross the depletion region. In the first method, the maximi-m

possible velocity of electrons on the conduction band was found

from the slope of the dispersion relation

1 6E
r- 8 /Maximum velocity of electrons is V = — ppr —1.5 x 10 cm/sec.

second, in

so minimum

electrons is

time much

is not due

depletion

region. There are two ways for holes to escape from the traps,

one is by thermal ionization and the other one by tunneling in

the electric field, figure 6.9.1■

n. oi\

10~U
-12

and time for electrons is — 0.6 x 10
1.5 x 10

which 10 ^ cm is the depletion region width.

In the second method the low field mobility was used,
n

velocity of electrons is V = n E 5 x 10 cn/scc.

where n~ 550^'^'>cm^V"^S~^and E = 10^ v/cm and time for
10-"1 -11

— 0„2 x 10 second. Both estimates give a
S x 10

shorter than the observed times, so the time constant

to electrons.

Holes could be trapped by deep impurities within the
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But as shown before neither temperature nor electric field have

an effect on the time constant of our ZnSe Schottky diodes, so

trapping of 'holes at deep impurities in the depletion region can

not explain the long time constant observed.

Holes may be trapped at the oxide interface or within the oxide,

in which case there are three possibilities to be considered.

A

1) The valence band of the oxide is below the valence band of

ZnSe and holes are transported through the oxide valence band.

This can not be correct, because holes at the semiconductor-oxide

interface would have to cross an energy barrier, but no thermal

activation is observed, figure 6.9.2.

2) The valence band of the oxide is above the valence band of the

ZnSe and hole transport by hopping through impurities in the oxide

layer is possible, figure 6.9.3. The rate-limiting process would

then be the hopping process.

3} A third possibility is that there is a metastable state at the

semiconductor-oxide interface. The rate-limiting process would be

tunnelling of holes from this metastable state into the oxide. The

experiments described here can not distinguish between the second

and third possibilities. From the point of view of devices, the

important result is that the time constant will depend on the

oxide properties.

The existence of slow interface states can be important in devices,

because when a voltage is applied the current does not reach its

final value until there has been some change in the charge in the

states,



CHAPTER VII

Conclusion
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7.1 Device Application

Since 1907 many materials have been used for light emitting diodes

(LED) in the world. But with progress in science and technology

new LED's have been developed that have advantages with respect to

previotis ones. At present nearly all commercially available LSD's

are based on GaAs, GaP or solid solutions of the two. GaAs LSD's

can convert electrical energy into light with 105® efficiency and

they are small and robust but the radiation from GaAs is infra-red.

It is not of use for visible displays.

The mixed crystals, of GaAs P1 have low efficiency, 0.2%, sojC I ""X

the displays are not bright. The emission is red. Also getting

a large size of this crystal is expensive. ZnSe Schottky diodes

(used in this department) are cheap and easy to make compared with

a p - n junction. They emit light in the visible region.

■In this thesis we studied the brightness and efficiency as function

of current and voltage. The correlation of experiment with theory

was considered. The existence of a maximum for quantum efficiency

for a certain value of electric field was discovered. This depends

on donor concentration. It is important in device design. Also .

etching procedures for getting uniform emission was investigated.

This information will be useful to device designs.

(U9)The mechanism of emission in ZnSe : Mn and ZnS : lin is similar.

Comparison of ZnSe LED's with GaAs, GaP and GaAs P, from theJ 5 x 1-x

point of view of colour of light emission, cheapness and ease of

making shows that the ZnSe can "be a good competitor to other current

LED' s on the market..
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So it might find a good market in future as an efficient cheap

electro]uminescent device. It would have many applications both

in lighting' and data display.

In the past, development of ZnS : Kn powder or thin film panels

has been empirical. Now we have more information about the

physical mechanism, so progress can be on a scientific basis.

7-2 Future Researches.

For many years II - VI compounds have been known to be efficient

visible luminescence materials. The realization of the potential

of these materials as sources of LET), on the other hand, has long

been hindered by the difficulty in forming low-resistivity material

and p - n junctions for efficient injection electroluminescent

devices. The II - VI B.C. electroluminescence phosphors have a

good capability to be used for TV picture displays (e.g. using

ZnS : Mn electroluminescent thin film device with device parameters

of UC:1 contrast, 30 fL luminance operating ateO 200V). Also in

blue and yellow7 LSD's ZnSe and ZnS are considered to be potential'

candidates. Although in these materials some progress has been

made in material preparation and device processing (such as

formation of ohmic contacts), a proven technology is not available

to date.

It is difficult to make good p - n junctions on a large area.

By making a Schottky diode, with reverse bias, it is not necessary

to make a p - n junction, and it is possible to make a large area

Schottky device by evaporation.



With evaporation it is easy to make electrodes in special, shapes

or grids, so it is possible to make x - y addressable display.

The work in'the thesis is concerned with single diodes, but the

physical principles are applicable to large area devices.

One of the most important conclusions in this thesis is that the

quantum efficiency goes to a maximum for a certain value of

electric field and then decreases in higher fields. This effect

is a fundamental one of the ZnSe:Mn system. This means that

ZnSe:Mn and ZnS:Mn displays are unlikely to be much more efficient

in future than they are at present.
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M I

Figure 2.2.2. MIS contacts under zero bias.

M IS

Figure 2.2.5. KIS contacts of figure 2.2.2. with applied reverse

bias Y.
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Figure 3.5.1. Typical I - V characteristic of Al-ZnO-ZnSe

Schottky diode in forward direction at room temperature.

(ZnSe 36B1).
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Figure 3.5.1. Another typical I - Y characteristic of Al-ZnO-ZnSe

Schottky diode in forward direction at room temperature. (.ZnSe 36B1).
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Figure 5•5•2. Typical I - V characteristic of Al-ZnO-ZnSe

Schottky diode in reverse direction at room temperature.

(ZnSe K9-4.8).
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Figure 5.5.2. Another I-V characteristic of Al-ZnO-ZnSe Schottky

diode in reverbe direction at room temperature.(ZnSe E-11-Zn).
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Figure 3.7.1. J] - I plot of Al-ZnO-ZnSe Schottky diode at liquid

nitrogen temperature.
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of ZnSe: Mn LED, plotted according to equation 3.8.2.
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All except D are polycrystalline.
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Figure 6.1.2. Movement of electrons and holes in MS diode.
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Figure 6.3.1. The rise and decay of photoccnductive current during

and after irradiation of the sample with a pulse of light.
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Figure 6 *7.1 . ..Rise time of photoconductivity ZnSe Schotticy

diode for a given voltage and different temperature.
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depletion region.
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Figure 6.9*5

The two above figures show the possibilities of trapping of holes

at the oxide interface or within oxide.




